How can we build a machine learning method that can continuously gain structured visual knowledge by learning structured facts? We address this question by proposing a problem setting where training data comes as structured facts in images, including (1) objects (e.g., <boy>), (2) attributes (e.g., <boy,tall>), (3) actions (e.g., <boy, playing>), and (4) interactions (e.g., <boy, riding, a horse >). Each structured fact has a semantic language view (e.g., < boy, playing>) and a visual view (an image with this fact). A human is able to efficiently gain visual knowledge by learning facts in a never ending process, and we believe in a structured way (e.g., understanding "playing" is the action part of <boy, playing>, and hence can generalize to recognize <girl, playing> if <girl> is also understood). Inspired by human visual perception, we propose a model that (1) is able to learn a representation which covers different types of structured facts, (2) could flexibly get fed with structured fact language-visual view pairs in a never ending way to gain more structured knowledge, (3) could generalize to unseen facts, and (4) allows retrieval of both the fact language view given the visual view and vice versa. We also propose a novel method to generate hundreds of thousands of structured fact pairs from image caption data to train our model, and which can be useful for other applications.
INTRODUCTION
The vast majority of the existing visual recognition methods assume a fixed dictionary of visual facts. However, visual knowledge that we gain in our world is highly dynamic. Furthermore, different types of facts are modeled as different systems (e.g., different systems for object recognition, action recognition, interaction recognition, scene recognition, attribute recognition, etc). A human visual system is able to efficiently gain visual knowledge by learning facts of different types in a never ending process and from a few examples. Inspired by human visual perception, we present the problem of universal visual recognition, where we propose one Language&Vision approach that is able to learn objects, scenes, their attributes, their actions, and their interactions with other objects or scenes. Our fundamental idea for learning these facts together starts with introducing structure in their labels, categorizing labels into first order, second order and third order facts; see Fig. 1 . First Order Facts <S,*,*> are object categories and scenes (e.g., <baby>, <girl>, <beach>). Second Order Facts <S,P,*> are objects performing actions or attributed objects (e.g., <baby, smiling>, <baby, asian>). Third Order Facts <S,P,O> are interactions and positional information are represented by <S,P,O> (e.g. <baby, sitting on, high chair>, <person, riding, horse>). Although it is common to label visual facts as only first order (e.g., <person>, <beach>), we argue that information in an image is usually more specific but we just label them in a limited way restricted to the task in hand. For example, we may find a <person, standing, *>, <person, leaning,* >, or <car, red, *> not just a person or a car. This motivates the structure we introduce to the label, where the S is the main subject of the fact and P is the attribute or action that modifies the appearance of S. In case of interaction, O represent the interacting object and P defines the interaction itself. Inspired from the concept of language modifiers, we then propose to model <S,P,*> and <S,P,O> facts as visual modifiers to <S,*,*>. For example, the second order fact <baby, smiling,* > is a visual modifier for <baby,*,*>, and the third order fact <person, playing, flute> is a visual modifier for both the second order fact <person, playing, *> and the first order fact <person>. We argue that what makes recognition sometimes hard for some objects is the space of visual modifiers and how common it is, i.e., it might be easier to recognize a "person" modified by "standing" modifier <per- son, standing,*> (standing visual modifier) compared to a person doing acrobatics <person, doing, acrobatics>. We think that the reason is that some visual modifiers are common (e.g., standing) and others are rare (e.g., doing acrobatics) during training, another view of the long-tail problem. An important observation is that the visual modifiers are more related to detailed appearance of an object like pose and color, which could be untangled in a visual recognition deep network and introduces a need to be modeled by separate filters that we propose in this work; detailed in Model 2 in Sec. 4 . Hence, we propose to model universal visual recognition along three continuous hyper-dimensions φ S , φ P , and φ O , where φ S ∈ R d S : covers the space of object categories or scenes S.
φ P ∈ R d P : covers the space of actions, interactions, attributes, and positional information.
covers the space of interacting objects, scenes that interact with S.
For instance, first order facts like <girl,*,*>, <man,*,*>, <person,*,*> live in a hyper-plane in the φ P × φ O space; see Fig. 2 . Second order facts (e.g., <man, walking,*>, <girl, walking,*>) live as a hyper-line that is parallel to φ O axis. Finally, a third order fact like <man, walking, dog> is a point in the φ S × φ P × φ O visual perception space. Meanwhile, this point lies on the <man, *, *> hyper-plane and the <man, walking, *> hyperline. While we focus our experiments on <S,*,*>, <S,P,*>, <S,P,O>, our proposed setting assumes that there should be at least one non-wild card * in a training example including for example <*, walking, *>; see Fig 2. We argue that modeling visual recognition based on this notion gives it a generalization capability since it allows us to learn facts like <man, *, *>, <girl, *, *>, <girl, walking, dog> during training, and it will be an expected behavior to be able to recognize <man, walking, dog> during testing even is never seen before. Another example is if a model learned the facts <boy, petting, a dog>, <girl, riding, a horse>, and <boy>, it should be able to recognize an unseen fact <boy, petting, a horse>. We observe this in our results in several unseen cases.
We model structured knowledge in images as a problem that comes with two views, one in the visual domain V and one in the language domain L. Let f be a structured fact, f v ∈ V denoting the view of f in the visual domain and f l ∈ L denoting the view of f in the language domain. For instance, an annotated fact with language view f l =<S:girl, P:riding, O:bike> would have a corresponding visual view f v as an image where this fact occurs; see Fig. 3 .
Our goal is to learn a representation that covers first-order facts <S,*,*> (objects), secondorder facts <S,P,*> (actions and attributes), and third-order facts <S,P,O> (interaction Figure 3 : Problem Definition and positional facts). We represent all types of facts as an embedding problem into what we call "structured fact space". We define "structured fact space" as a learning representation of the φ S ∈ R d S , φ P ∈ R d P , and
hyper-dimensions (Fig. 3) . We denote the embedding functions from a visual view of a fact f v to φ S , φ P , and φ O as φ
, respectively. Similarly, we denote the embedding functions from a language view of a fact f l to φ S , φ P , and φ O as φ
, respectively. We denote the concatena-tion of the visual view hyper-dimensions' embedding as φ V (f v ), and the language view hyperdimensions' embedding as φ L (f l ), where φ V (f v ) and φ L (f l ) are visual embedding and language embedding of f , respectively:
Modeling the connection between the provided structured facts in its language form and its visual view facilitates gaining richer visual knowledge, which is our focus in this paper. We further show that modeling universal visual perception as a Language&Vision problem have several advantages: (1) highly dynamic: can be given fact language-visual view pairs in a never ending way to gain more structured knowledge. (2) generalization: could generalize to unseen facts. (3) bi-directional: allows retrieval of both the fact language view given the visual view and vice versa. (4) wild-cards: In order to model different types of facts in one model, we present the notion of visual modifiers, where higher order facts (e.g., <baby, smiling,*>) are modeled as visual modifiers of lower order facts. We train using a novel wild-card loss function which allows learning all different types of facts in one model, detailed in Sec. 4. Since the proposed setting is aiming for a model that has an eye for details and potentially allows higher order reasoning ( Fig. 1) , we denote this problem as the Sherlock Problem.
Data Collection in our setting: This is a new setting and in order to train a model for our setting, we needed to collect structured fact annotations in the form of (language view, visual view) pairs (e.g., <baby, sitting on, chair> as the language view and an image with this fact as a visual view). This is a challenging task. We started by manually annotating and mining several existing datasets to extract structured fact annotations, which we found limiting for both the dataset size and for covering different types of facts (Sec. 3). One of the most interesting relevant works is the Never Ending Image Learner (NEIL) , where they showed that visual concepts predefined in an ontology can be learnt by collecting its training data from the web. In a follow-up work, Divvala et al. (2014) collected images from the web for concepts related to a predefined object using Google-N-gram data. This opens the question of whether we can collect structured fact annotations from the web. There are two issues we face in our setting. First, it is difficult to define the space of structured visual knowledge and then search for it. Second, using Google image search is not reliable to collect data for concepts with fewer images on the web. The main assumption for this method depends on both the likelihood that the top retrieved image belongs to the searched concept, and the availability of images annotated with the searched concept. These problems motivated us to propose a novel method to automatically annotate structured facts by processing image caption data since structured facts in image captions are highly likely to be located in the image. Our Sherlock Automatic Fact Annotation (SAFA) method extracts fact language views from image captions and then localizes the facts to image regions to get visual views. SAFA collected tens of thousands of unique knowledge annotations within hundreds of thousands of images in just several hours.
Contributions. There are three main contributions in this paper: (1) We introduce the Sherlock problem of modeling universal visual recognition and propose the visual modifiers notion that enables learning structured facts of different types and performs both-view retrieval (retrieve structured fact language view (e.g. <S:people, P:walking>) given the visual view (i.e. image) and vice versa).
(2) We propose an automatic stuctured fact annotation method based on sophisticated Natural Language Processing methods for acquiring high quality structured fact annotation pairs at large scale from free-form image descriptions. We applied the pipeline to MS COCO Lin et al. (2014) and Flickr30K Entities Plummer et al. (2015) ; Young et al. (2014) image caption datasets. In total, we build a structured fact dataset of more than 816, 000 language&image-view fact pairs covering more than 202, 000 unique facts in the language view. (3) We develop a novel learning representation network architecture to jointly model the structured fact language and visual views by mapping both views into a common space and using a wild card loss to uniformly represent first, second, and third order facts. Our modeling approach is scalable to new facts without any change to the network architecture.
RELATED WORK
In order to make the contrast against related work clear, we start by stating the scale of facts we are modeling in this work. Let's assume that |S|, |P|, and |O| denotes the number of unique subjects, unique predicates, and unique objects, respectively. The scale of unique second and third order facts is bounded by |S| × |P| and |S| × |P| × |O| possibilities respectively, which can easily reach millions of unique facts and needs careful attention while designing a model maintaining the structure we aim at. The data we collected in this work has thus far reached 202,000 unique facts (814,000 images).
(A) Modeling Visual facts in Discrete Space: Visual Recognition tasks like object or activity recognition have been typically addressed as a mapping function g : V → Y, where Y is discrete set of classes 1 → K. The function g was traditionally learned over engineered features like variants of SIFT features (e.g., Bosch et al. (2007) ), and have recently been learned using deep learning (e.g., Simonyan & Zisserman (2015) ; Szegedy et al. (2015) . Nowadays, different methods/systems are built to recognize facts in images by modeling a different g : V → Y , where Y is constrained to certain facts for each approach. Examples of different Y for different facts include (1) object categories, (e.g., Simonyan & Zisserman (2015) ), (2) attributes (e.g. Zhang et al. (2014) ), (2) attributed objects < car, red > Chen & Grauman (2014) , (3) scenes (e.g., Zhou et al. (2014) ), (4) activities (e.g., Gkioxari & Malik (2015) , and (5) interactions Antol et al. (2014a) . This opens the question of why we build different systems or approaches for these related tasks since images usually contain objects with particular attributes performing an action or interacting with another object. We think that there are several limitations in modeling visual recognition as g : V → Y.
(1) Grouping visual facts and modeling each group by a different g, while a human visual perception system is able to incrementally learn visual facts (objects, interactions, actions, attributes classes, etc) as one system. In the real world, this means that we need to group each visual fact type in order to deal with a different recognition system for each group and then retrain several models. (2) Adding a new fact leads to changing the architecture, meaning adding thousands of parameters and re-training the model (e.g., needed for adding a new output node). If we used VGGNet for instance on the scale of 202K facts, the number of parameters in the softmax layer alone gets very close to 1 billion parameters. GPU memory does not fit this number of parameters and makes learning a big challenge. (3) While the majority of the existing benchmarks have at least tens of examples per fact (e.g., imageNet (Deng et al., 2009) ), a more realistic assumption for visual recognition is that there might not be enough examples for the newly added examples to learn the new class, which introduces a learning problem. This problem is know as the long-tail, where several works have been proposed to deal with in the object recognition setting following a ditribution similar to Zipf's law (Zipf, 1935; Salakhutdinov et al., 2011) .(4) These models are only uni-directional from V to Y.
(B) Modeling zero/few shot fact learning by attributes: One of the most successful ideas for learning from few examples per class is by using semantic output codes or attributes as an intermediate layer between features and class. Formally, g is composition of two function g = h(a(·)), where a : V → A, and h : A → Y (Palatucci et al., 2009) . The main idea is to collect data that is sufficient to learn about the intermediate attribute layer, where classes are then represented by these attributes to faciltate zero-shot/few-shot learning. However, Chen & Grauman (2014) realize that attribute appearance is dependent on the class, as opposed to these earlier models (Palatucci et al., 2009; Lampert et al., 2009) . Although Chen & Grauman (2014) 's assumption is more realistic, learning different classifiers for each category-attribute pair introduces the scalability and learning difficulties pointed out in (A), limits the model's applicability, and still restricts the model to certain groups of facts. In contrast, our goal is a method that can learn any visual fact in an incremental way. It is worth mentioning that there is a huge body of work in incremental learning (e.g. Bendale & Boult (2015) ), but it mainly focuses on the object recognition task and assumes labels Y lives in a discrete space (not tractable for universal visual recognition). Furthermore Bendale & Boult (2015) also assumes that each image has only one fact, which is not a restriction in our work (e.g., same image could have <person, *,*> and <man, jumping>). Also, the notion of similar classes is not addressed in the vast majority of these works. For instance, <person, *,*> is expected to be more similar to <man, *,*> than to <fish, *,*>, which makes a stronger motivation for learning facts in a continuous space.
(C) Object Recognition in continuous space using Vision and Language: Recent works in language and vision involve using unannotated text to improve object recognition and to achieve zero-shot learning. The following group of approaches model object recognition as a function g(v) = arg max y s(v ∈ V, y ∈ Y), where s(·, ·) is a similarity function between image v and class y represented by text. In (Frome et al., 2013) , (Norouzi et al., 2014) and Socher et al. (2013) , word embedding language models (e.g., Mikolov et al. (2013) ) were adopted to represent class names as vectors. Their framework maps images into the learned language model and then does classification in that space. In addition to that our setting is different, imageNet dataset in their case has 1000 object facts with thousands of examples per class. Our setting has two orders of magnitude more facts with long-tail distribution. Conversely, other works model the mapping of unstructured text descriptions for classes into a visual classifier (Elhoseiny et al., 2013; Ba et al., 2015) . We are extending the visual recognition task to the scale of millions of facts, not only object recognition but also understanding their attributes, actions, and interactions in one model. Our labels are also structured, where we handle missing parts like P and O in <dolphin, *,*> examples and O in <girl, playing,*>, which enables our method to learn facts of different types by the wild-card loss we introduce. Furthermore, we propose the visual modifiers notion, which motivates us to learn separate branches of convolutional filters that outperforms more straightforward convolutional baselines that we designed for this task; see Sec 4.
DATA COLLECTION OF STRUCTURED FACTS
In order to train a model that connects the structured fact language view in L with its visual view in V, we need to collect large scale data in the form of (f v , f l ) pairs. Data collection especially for large scale problems is a challenging task. It is further challenging in our setting since our knowledge model relies on the localized association of a structured language fact f l with an image f v when such facts occur. In particular, it is a complex task to collect annotations especially for second-order facts <S, P> and third-order facts <S, P, O>. Also, multiple structured language facts could be assigned to the same image (e.g., <S: man, P: smiling> and <S: man, P: wearing, O: glasses>). If these facts refer to the same man, the same image example could be used to learn about both facts. Table 1 : Our fact augmentation of six existing datasets
Unique language views fl Number of ( fv, fl) pairs < S > . < S, P > . < S, P, O > . total < S > < S, P > < S, P, O > We began our data collection by augmenting existing datasets with fact language view labels f l : PPMI (Yao & Fei-Fei, 2010) , Stanford40 (Yao et al., 2011) , Pascal Actions (Everingham et al.), Sports (Gupta, 2009) , Visual Phrases (Sadeghi & Farhadi, 2011) , INTERACT (Antol et al., 2014b) datasets. The union of these 6 datasets resulted in 186 facts with 28,624 images as broken out in Table 1 .
We also extracted structured facts from the Scene Graph dataset (Johnson et al., 2015) with 5000 manually annotated images in a graph structure from which first-, second-, and third-order relationships can be easily extracted. We extracted 110,000 second-order facts and 112,000 third-order facts. The majority of these are positional relationships.
We further propose a method to automatically collect structured fact annotations from datasets that come in the form of image-caption pairs, which can more quickly provide useful facts (Sec. 3.1). Our proposed method opens the door for easy continual fact collection in the future from caption datasets and even the web or in general any naturally occurring documents with image descriptions.
SHERLOCK AUTOMATIC FACT ANNOTATION (SAFA) FROM IMAGES WITH CAPTIONS
We automatically obtain a large quantity of high quality facts from caption datasets using natural language processing methods. Caption writing is free-form and an easier task for crowd-sourcing workers than labeling second-and third-order tasks, and such free-form descriptions are readily available in existing image caption datasets (e.g. MS COCO Lin et al. (2014) ).
In our work, we focused on the MS COCO image caption dataset (Lin et al., 2014) and the newly collected Flickr30K entities (Plummer et al., 2015) to automatically collect new structured fact annotations. In contrast to the Scene Graph dataset of 5000 manually annotated scenes, we automatically extracted facts from more than 600,000 captions associated with more than 120,000 MS COCO scenes, and facts from more than 150,000 captions associated with more than 30,000 scenes for the Flickr30K dataset; this provided us with 30 times more additional coverage over the initial structured facts from the Scene Graph dataset.
We propose SAFA as a two step automatic annotation process: (i) fact extraction from captions, and (ii) fact localization in images. First, the captions associated with the given image are analyzed to extract sets of clauses that are considered as candidate <S,P>, and <S,P,O> facts. We extract clauses using two state-of-the-art methods: Clausie Del Corro & Gemulla (2013) and Sedona-3.0 (see Appendix B for details). Clauses form facts but are not necessarily facts in our context by themselves until they have a corresponding visual view. Captions can provide a tremendous amount of information to image understanding systems. However, developing NLP systems to accurately and completely extract structured knowledge from free-form text is an open research problem. We addressed several challenging linguistic issues by evolving our NLP pipeline to: 1) correct many common spelling and punctuation mistakes, 2) resolve word sense ambiguity within clauses, and 3) learn a common spatial preposition lexicon (e.g., "next to", "on top of", "in front of") that consists of over 110 such terms, as well as a lexicon of over two dozen collection phrase adjectives (e.g., "group of", "bunch of", "crowd of", "herd of"). These strategies allowed us to extract more interesting structured knowledge for learning. Second, we try to localize these clauses within the image (see Fig. 4 ). The subset of clauses that are successfully located in the image are saved as fact annotations for training our model. We collected 146,515, 157,122, and 76,772 annotations from Flickr30K Entities, MS COCO training, and validation sets, respectively. Even though we excluded some types of clauses that were likely to produce incorrect annotations, we achieved a total of 380,409 second-and third-order fact annotations. We present statistics of the automatically collected facts in Appendix. C. We note that the process of localizing facts in an image is constrained by information in the dataset. For MS COCO, the dataset contains object annotations for about 80 different objects as provided by the training and validation sets. This allowed us to localize first-order facts for objects using bounding box information. In order to locate higher-order facts in images, we started by defining visual entities. For the MS COCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014) , we define a visual entity as any noun that is either (1) one of the MS COCO dataset objects, (2) a noun in the WordNet ontology (Miller, 1995; Leacock & Chodorow, 1998 ) that is an immediate or indirect hyponym of one of the MS COCO objects (since WordNet is searchable by a sense and not a word, we performed word sense disambiguation on the sentences using a state-of-the-art method (Zhong & Ng, 2010) ), or (3) one of the SUN dataset scenes (Xiao et al., 2010) . We expect visual entities to appear either in the S or the O part (if it exists) of a candidate fact f l . This allows us to then localize facts for images in the MS COCO dataset. Given a candidate third-order fact, we first try to assign each S and O to one of the visual entities. If S and O elements are not visual entities, then the clause is ignored. Otherwise, the clauses are processed by several heuristics, detailed in Appendix A. For instance, our method takes into account that grounding the plural "men" in the fact <S:men, P: chasing, O: soccer ball > may require the union of multiple "man" bounding boxes.
In the Flickr30K Entities dataset (Plummer et al., 2015) , the bounding box annotations are presented as phrase labels for sentences (for each phrase in a caption that refers to an entity in the scene). A visual entity is considered to be a phrase with a bounding box annotation or one of the SUN scenes. Several heuristics were developed and applied to collect these fact annotations, e.g. grounding a fact about a scene to the entire image; see details in Appendix A.
SHERLOCK MODELS
In this section, we first illustrate our learning representation and how it is applied to different fact types. Then, we present the proposed models.
VISUAL MODIFIERS AND WILD-CARD REPRESENTATION
Third-order facts <S,P,O> can be directly embedded in the structured fact space using Eq. 1 with φ V (f v ) for the image view and φ L (f l ) for the language view. Based on our "fact modifier" observation, we propose to represent both first-and second-order facts as wild cards " * ", as illustrated in Eq. 2 and 3.
First-Order Facts wild-card representation
Figure 5: Sherlock Models. See Fig. 3 for the full system. Setting φ P and φ O to * for first-order facts is interpreted to mean that the P and O modifiers are not of interest for first-order facts, which is intuitive. Similarly, setting φ O to * for second-order facts indicates that the O modifier is not of interest for single-frame actions and attributes. If an image contains lower order fact such as <man>, then higher order facts such as <man, tall> or <man, walking, dog> may also be present. Hence, the wild cards (i.e. * ) of the lower order facts are not penalized during training in our loss described later in this section; see Fig. 2 for illustration and examples of first order facts as hyper-planes and second-order facts as hyper-lines.
PROPOSED MODELS
We propose a two-view structured fact embedding model with four properties: (1) it can be continuously fed with new facts without changing the architecture, (2) it is able to learn with wild cards to support all types of facts, (3) it can generalize to unseen facts, (4) it allows two way retrieval (i.e., retrieve relevant facts in language view given an image, and retrieve relevant images given a fact in a language view). Satisfying these properties can be achieved by using a generative model p(f v , f l ) that connects the visual and the language views of f , where more importantly f v and f l inhabit a continuous space. Our method is to model p(
, where s(·, ·) is a similarity function defined over the structured fact space denoted by S. Our objective is that two views of the same fact should be embedded so that they are close to each other. The question now is how to model and train
as a CNN encoder (e.g., Krizhevsky et al. (2012) ; Simonyan & Zisserman (2015) ), and φ L (f l ) as RNN encoder (e.g., Mikolov et al. (2013) ; Pennington et al. (2014) ) due to their recent success as encoders for images and words, respectively. We propose two models for learning facts, denoted by Model 1 and Model 2. Model 1 and 2 share the same structured fact language embedding/encoder but differ in the structured fact image encoder.
We start by defining an activation operator ψ(θ, a), where a is an input, and θ is a series of one or more neural network layers (may include different layer types, e.g., convolution, one pooling, then another convolution and pooling). The operator ψ(θ, a) applies θ parameters layer by layer to finally compute the activation of the θ subnetwork given a. Model 1 (structured fact CNN image encoder): In Model 1, a structured fact is visually encoded by sharing convolutional layer parameters (denoted by θ 
(4) Model 2 (structured fact CNN image encoder): In contrast to Model 1, we use different convolutional layers for S that for P and O, inspired by the idea that P and O are modifiers to S (Fig. 5(b) ). Starting from f v , there is a common set of convolutional layers, denoted by θ c0 v , then the network splits into two branches, producing two sets of convolutional layers θ , f v ) and the output of the P,O column as e = ψ(θ
(5) Structured fact RNN language encoder: The structured fact language view is encoded using RNN word embedding vectors for S, P and, O. Hence φ Loss function: One way to model p(f v , f l ) for Model 1 and Model 2 is to assume that p(f v , f l ) ∝= exp(−loss w (f v , f l )) and minimize the distance loss w (f v , f l ) defined as
Thus we minimize the distance between the embeddings of the visual view and the language view. Our solution to penalize wild-card facts is to ignore the wild-card modifiers in the loss. Here w Testing (Two-view retrieval): After a Sherlock Model is trained (either Model 1 or 2), we embed all the test f v by φ V (f v ), and all the test f l with φ L (f l ). For language view retrieval given an image, we compute the cosine similarity between a given φ V (f v ) in the test set and all the φ L (f l ), which indicates relevance for each f l for the given f v . For image retrieval given an f l , we compute the cosine similarity between φ L (f l ) and all φ V (f v ) in the test set, which indicates relevance for each f v for the given f l . For first and second order facts, the wild-card part is ignored in the similarity.
EXPERIMENTS
5.1 SAFA EVALUATION We start with our evaluation of the automatically collected annotations by the two-step SAFA process, where fact language views are first extracted from the caption, then the facts are located in the image. We propose three questions to evaluate each annotation: (Q1) Is the extracted fact correct (Yes/No)? The purpose of this question is to evaluate errors captured by the first step, which extracts facts by Sedona or Clausie. (Q2) Is the fact located in the image (Yes/No)? In some cases, there might be a fact mentioned in the caption that does not exist in the image and is mistakenly considered as an annotation. (Q3) How accurate is the box assigned to a given fact (a to g)? a (about right), b (a bit big), c (a bit small), d (too small), e (too big), f (totally wrong box), g (fact does not exist or other). Our instructions on these questions to the participants can be found in this url Eval (2015) .
We evaluate these three questions for the facts that were successfully assigned a box in the image, because the main purpose of this evaluation is to measure the usability of the collected annotations as training data for our model. We created an Amazon Mechanical Turk form to ask these three questions. So far, we collected a total of 10,786 evaluation responses, which are an evaluation of 3,595 (f v , f l ) pairs (3 responses/ pair). Table 2 shows the evaluation results, which indicate that the data is useful for training, since≈83.1% of them are correct facts with boxes that are either about right, or a bit big or small (a,b,c).
KNOWLEDGE MODELING EXPERIMENTS
We start by presenting evaluation metrics for both language view retrieval and visual view retrieval Metrics for visual view retrieval (retrieving f v given f l ): To retrieve an image (visual view) given a language view (e.g. <S: person, P: riding, O: horse>), we measure the performance by mAP (Mean Average Precision) and ROC AUC performance on the test set of each designated dataset in this section. An image f v is considered positive only if there is a pair (f l , f v ) in the annotations. Even if the retrieved image is relevant but such pair does not exist, it is considered not correct. We also use mAP10, mAP100 variants of the mAP metric that computes the mAP the evaluation based on only the top 10 or 100 retrieved images, which is useful for evaluating large scale experiments.
Metrics for language view retrieval (retrieving f l given f v ): To retrieve fact language view given an image. we use top 1, top 5, top 10 accuracy for evaluation. We also used MRR (mean reciprocal ranking) metric which is basically 1/r where r is the rank of the correct class. An important issue with our setting is that there might be multiple facts in the same image. Given that there are L correct facts in the given image to achieve top 1 performance these L facts must all be in the top L retrieved facts. Accordingly, top K retrieved facts means the L facts are in the top L + K − 1 retrieved facts. Similar to visual-view retrieval, fact language view f l is considered correct only if there is a pair (f l , f v ) in the annotations.
It is not hard to see that the aforementioned metrics are very harsh especially in the large scale setting. For instance, if the correct fact <S:man,P: jumping> in an image and our model returns <S:person, P:jumping>, these metrics gives a Sherlock model zero credit. Also, the evaluation is limited to the ground truth fact annotations. There might be several facts in an image but the provided annotations may miss some facts. Qualitatively we found the metrics harsh for our large scale experiment. Defining metrics for the Sherlock problem setting is an interesting area to explore.
Structured fact language Encoder:
In all the following experiments, θ l is defined by the GloVE840B RNN model (Pennington et al., 2014) , which is used for encoding structured facts in the language view for both Model 1 and Model 2 (i.e., φ
). Experiments Overview: In the upcoming small and the medium scale experiments, each fact language view f l has corresponding tens of visual views f v (i.e., images) split into training and test sets. So, each test image belongs to a fact that was seen by other images in the training set. The purpose of these experiments is to contrast against some existing methods with a fixed dictionary of facts, and also to compare with a recent version of the well-known CCA multiview method (Gong et al., 2014) . In the large scale experiment, the collected data is more than 816,000 (f v , f l ) pairs, covering more than 202,000 unique facts in the language view f l , 31,677 unique facts are unseen at test time. We show that Model 2 is better on the small, medium, and large scale experiments.
EXPERIMENTS ON PASCAL ACTIONS (EVERINGHAM ET AL.)
We applied four experiments on Pascal Actions dataset using CCA (Gong et al., 2014) with two different features, CNN classification by fine-tuning AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) on Pascal Actions, and our proposed Model 1. We performed two CCA experiments using AlexNet pool5 layer activation features and fc6 activation features for f v . As language view features for f l , we applied Φ L (f l ) using GloVE as language view features. Since CCA does not support wildcards, we fill the wild-card parts of Φ L (f l ) with zeros. For Model 1 in this experiment, we constructed θ Table 3 , CCA-pool5 outperforms CCA-fc6 for language view and visual view retrieval.We think this behavior is because pool5 contains more spatial information compared to fc6, and spatial information is important in recognizing activities. Our Model 1 significantly outperforms both CCA pool5 and fc6. Our intuition for this result is that Model 1 learns spatial convolution filters which are not available in CCA, and adapts them to discriminate between actions. Finally, CNN classification performs only slightly better than Model 1. However, CNN classification is not applicable for the setting where facts are unseen, and does not support two-view retrieval. We also think that using a more discriminative loss (e.g., ranking loss) instead of the Euclidean loss used in our experiments would fill this small gap. Minimizing the ranking loss is not trivial for our large scale setting. It is interesting future work to further improve the discriminative power of Sherlock Models.
SMALL AND MID-SCALE EXPERIMENTS
We performed several experiments to compare between Model 1 and Model 2 on several datasets, which are Stanford40 (Yao et al., 2011) , Pascal Actions (Yao & Fei-Fei, 2010) , Visual Phrases (Sadeghi & Farhadi, 2011) , and the union of six datasets described earlier in Table 1 in Sec. 3. We used the training and test splits defined on the annotations that came with those datasets. For the union of six datasets, we unioned the training and testing annotations to get the final split.
Model 1 and Model 2 setup: For Model 2, θ c0 v is constructed by the convolutional layers and pooling layer in VGG-16 named conv_1_1 until pool3 layer, which has seven convolution layers. θ Table 4 show the performance of both Model 1 and Model 2 on these four datasets for both view retrieval tasks. We note that Model 2 works relatively better as the dataset size increases. The performances of Model 1 and 2 are very similar in small datasets like Pascal Actions. In the 6DS experiment, we also performed the CNN classification but using VGG-Net for this experiment. This leads to the same conclusion we discussed in the previous experiment in Sec. 5.2.1.
Why Model 2 works better than Model 1? Our intuition behind this result is that Model 2 learns a different set of convolutional filters θ 
LARGE SCALE EXPERIMENT
In this experiment, we used all the data described in Sec. 3, including the automatically annotated data. This data consists mainly of second-and third-order facts. We further augmented this data with 2000 images for each MS COCO object (80 classes) as first-order facts. We also used object annotations in the Scene Graph dataset as first-order fact annotations with a maximum of 2000 images per object. We ignored facts with spelling errors. Finally, we randomly split all the annotation into 80%-20% split, constructing sets of 647,746 (f v , f l ) training pairs (with 171,269 unique fact language views f l ) and 168,691 (f v , f l ) testing pairs (with 58,417 unique f l ), for a total of (f v , f l ) 816,436 pairs, 202,946 unique f l . Table 5 shows the coverage of different types of facts. There are 31,677 language view test facts that were unseen in the training set (851 <S>, 9,194 <S,P>, 21,673 <S,P,O>). The majority of the facts have only one example; see Fig 35 and 36 in Appendix F.
To perform retrieval in both directions, we used the FLANN library Muja & Lowe (2009) , and we restricted to compute the (approximate) 100 nearest neighbors for f l given f v , and vice versa. The Table 6 indicate that Model 2 is better than Model 1 for retrieval of both views, which is consistent with our medium scale results and our intuition. Model 2 is also multiple orders of magnitude better than chance. To show the value of the structure, We performed an experiment where we average the vectors instead of introducing the structure. We found that the performance dropped to 8. 1,12.4,14.06 from 15.41,16.45,17 .1 using Top1, Top5,Top10 metrics on Model2. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show two qualitative examples for both language view and image view retrieval; a red fact in the language view means it is not seen in the training data. Figure 7 (left) shows the <S:airplane, P: flying> example, where the retrieval works well but the Average Precision performance metric gives us zero score since none of these examples are annotated as <S: airplane, P:flying>. This indicates the need to design better metrics for the Sherlock problem. One severe problem in the visual view retrieval metrics is that the majority of the test fact language views have only one positive annotation. Figure 6 (left) shows that <S:dog,P:riding, O:wave> has the closest distance to the given image. However, <S:dog,P:riding, O:wave> is never seen in the training data. Figure 7 (right) shows several examples that shows how the trained model understands the difference between <man, eats, slice>, and <girl, eating, slice> (i.e., gender). It also understands what "group" means in the < S:group, P: covered, O: mountain> example. Our model is also able to retrieve facts like <girl, using, racket>, which is not seen in the training data. More qualitative examples for fact and image retrieval are attached in appendices G and H.
CONNECTION TO RECENT LANGUAGE & VISION SYSTEMS AND THE FUTURE OF VISUAL PERCEPTION
While we address a more fundamental problem of computing the probability p(fact, image region) as model for the universal visual recognition task, we here connect our setting to other higher level tasks that could benefit from improving and building on top of a model for p(fact, image region).
To make the connection clear, let's imagine a scene with the following facts: there are objects like a <man,*,*>, <baby,*,*>, and <toy,*,* >; these have attributes like <man, smiling, *> and <baby, smiling,*>, and there are interactions such as <man, sitting on, chair>, <baby, sitting on, chair>, <man, feeding, baby>. We expect that the imagined scene will be very close to the image in Fig. 1 due to the precise structured description. On the other hand, if we were given the same image and asked to describe it, we might expect only a short title "man feeding a baby". While humans tend to describe what seems most salient, like "man feeding a baby", such captions may not be the best way to represent knowledge in a way that is searchable for machines. For instance, there might be thousands of images that can be described by the caption "man feeding a baby", but there might be only a few that contain all the other facts described. Hence, describing an image by all structured tags in it makes its visual content easily accessible and searchable with high precision. Modeling p(fact, image region) facilitates detecting and locating these structured facts in images and allow high precision search.
Based on these observations, we also argue that representing an image/scene by detecting and locating facts in it is a much richer description of a scene/image compared to a typical caption. Captions can be selectively generated from a set of facts based on the facts of interest. As in the aforementioned example, a human might caption the image in Fig. 1 by just "man feeding baby", while the visual information in it is much richer. This opens the question of how do we caption images. We argue that this starts by first understanding the facts in the visual world, and then each person might form a sentence that includes the facts of his/her interest if there are several facts in an image as in the "man feeding, baby" example. Interestingly, this point brings the notion of Image Specificity, which is a measure of agreement of different persons describing the same image by similar sentences Jas & Parikh (2015) . We argue that this is related to facts in the given image and how different persons choose a subset of facts they are interested in to caption the given image. Since understanding facts in an image is fundamental for visual understanding and leads to a more precise description of a scene, we think that modeling p(fact, image region) will provide the machinery to locate facts in images and gain the aimed rich representation of a visual scene. Finally, captions and unstructured tags are mainly a vehicle to communicate facts with humans, but they may not be the best way to represent visual knowledge in a way that is searchable for machines.
Connection to Image description/captioning systems: State-of-the-art captioning methods (e.g., Karpathy et al. (2014) ; Vinyals et al. (2015) ; Xu et al. (2015a) ; Mao et al. (2015) ) rely on the idea of generating a sequence of words given an image, inspired by the success of sequence to sequence training of neural nets for translation (e.g., Cho et al. (2014) ). While existing captioning systems are an impressive step, some computer vision researchers argue that these systems are likely to produce the caption that is very similar to the training captions and specifically the caption that correspond to a training image similar to the given image to be captioned. Supporting this argument, nearest neighbor methods have shown very competitive performance in captioning (Devlin et al., 2015a; b) . This may bring into question the value of sequence to sequence modeling in image description and whether existing captioning methods understand visual facts in an image. In contrast, our work provides the machinery to develop fact localization (by applying our model to areas of an image) which can describe a scene in a richer way by locating facts in it.
Connection to Image/Video sentence similarity: The previous argument also applies to recent works that computes similarity between an image/video and sentences (e.g., Karpathy et al. (2014) ; Xu et al. (2015b) ). For example, Karpathy et al. (2014) starts by detecting objects in an image (firstorder facts<S> in our setting) and then using dependency parser to compute similarity between image first-order facts as image fragments and the dependency parser parts as sentence fragments. We instead study a more fundamental problem which enables understanding and detecting arbitrary facts, which can then be plugged into a method like Karpathy et al. (2014) to involve much richer facts not only about objects but also attributed objects, their actions and interactions as image fragments.
Connection to Scene Graphs: Recently, Johnson et al. (2015) proposed an interesting work to retrieve images using scene graphs, which capture similar object attribute and relationship information to our representation. The Scene Graph work does not provide a method to automatically extract a scene graph for an image, but rather manually obtained a dataset for 5000 scenes. It solves for the best grounding of a given manually annotated scene graph to an image, which is a key difference to our work along with our learning representation. Moreover, our work is on a much larger scale and models two-way retrieval. Potentially, the machinery we provide will be able to extract something like a scene graph automatically, since a detector can be learned to locate object, attributes, actions and interactions which are used to construct a scene graph. In contrast, Johnson et al. (2015) proposes a method to check only how well a scene-graph matches an image.
CONCLUSION
We introduce the Sherlock problem as the universal visual recognition task of gaining visual knowledge by learning facts in a never ending process. We present a novel neural network approach for mapping visual facts and language facts into a common, continuous structured fact space that allows us to associate natural language facts with images and images with natural language structured descriptions. The approach supports recognition of facts of different orders by the visual modifier notion that we model by a wild-card loss. In future work, we plan to improve upon this model, as well as explore its applications toward high-precision image tagging and search, caption generation, image knowledge abstraction, and making higher level reasoning about scenes.
adjectives, and O should be nouns. This results in a filtered set of facts F * s that is then passed to the mapping, which associates for each S a set of candidate boxes in the image for second-and thirdorder facts and associates for each P a set or candidate boxes in the image for only third-order facts. Since MSCOCO dataset and Flickr30K annotate entities differently, we present how the candidate boxes are determined in each of these datasets.
MS COCO Mapping: Mapping to candidate boxes for MS COCO reduces to assigning the S for second-order and third-order facts, and S and P for third-order facts. Either S or P is assigned to one of the MSCOCO objects or SUN scenes classes. Given the word sense of the given part (S or O), we check if the given sense is a descendant of MSCOCO objects senses in the wordNet ontology. If this check succeeded, then the given part (S or O) is associated with the set of candidate bounding boxes that belongs to the given object (e.g., all boxes that contain the "person" MSCOCO object is under the "person" wordnet node like "man", 'girl', etc) . If the given part (S or O) is not an MSCOCO object or one of its descendants under wordNet, we further check if the given part is one of the SUN dataset scenes. If this condition hold, the given part is associated with a bounding box of the whole image.
Flickr30K Mapping: In contrast to MSCOCO dataset, the bounding box annotation comes per each entity in each statement in Flickr30K dataset. Hence, we compute the candidate bounding box annotations for each candidate fact by searching the entities in the same statement from which the clause is extracted. Candidate boxes are those that have the same name. Similarly, this process assigns S for second-order facts and assigns S and O for second-and third-order facts.
Having finished the mapping process, whether for MSCOCO or Flickr30K, each candidate fact f 
Grounding: MS COCO dataset (Training and Validation sets)
In the MS COCO dataset, one challenging aspect is that the S or O can be singular, plural, or referring to the scene. This means that one S could map to multiple boxes in the image. For example, "people" maps to multiple boxes of "person". Furthermore, this case could exist for both the S and the O. In cases where either S or O is plural, the bounding box assigned is the union of all candidate bounding boxes in b Grounding: Flickr30K dataset The main difference in Flickr30K is that for each entity phrase in a sentence, there is a box in the image. This means there is no need to have cases for single and plural. Since in this case, the word "men" in the sentence will be associated with the set of boxes referred to by "men" in the sentences. We union these boxes for plural words as one candidate box for "men"
We can also use the information that the object box has to refer to a word that is after the subject word, since subject usually occurs earlier in the sentence compared to object. We union these boxes for plural words.
<S,P> facts:
If the computed b i S = ∅ for the given f i l , then f i l fails to ground and is discarded. Otherwise, the fact is assigned to the largest candidate box in if there are multiple boxes.
<S,P, O> facts: <S,P, O> facts are handled very similar to MSCOCO dataset with two main differences.
a) The candidate boxes are computed as described for the case of Flickr30K dataset. b) All cases are handled as single case, since even plural words is assigned one box based on the nature of the annotations in this dataset.
B SEDONA DETAILS
Sedona is an Adobe Research platform originally developed for text mining and natural language processing and currently in use for production systems like Adobe Story (Chang et al., 2010) , (Adobe 2010) and in experimental dialog-based image editing systems such as PixelTone (Laput et al., 2013) . The Sedona platform is comparable to existing systems such as OpenNLP Baldridge (2014) or ClearNLP (Choi, 2014) ; it performs many common NLP tasks: e.g., sentence segmentation, tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, named entity extraction, chunking, dependency and constituency-based parsing, and coreference resolution. SedonaNLP itself employs both opensource components such as NLTK and WordNet, as well as internally-developed annotation algorithms for POS and clause tagging. These tasks are used to create more advanced functions such as structured fact annotation of images via semantic triple extraction. While we used SedonaNLP for generating structured facts for Sherlock, equivalent functionality can be built using the listed open-source NLP systems and/or other available NLP methods such as the aforementioned Clausie system. The diagram in Figure 8 shows the entire SedonaNLP pipeline used for Sherlock. Varying degrees of success have been achieved in extracting and representing structured facts using <subject, predicate, object> triples. E.g., Rusu et al. (2007) describe a basic set of methods based on traversing the parse graphs generated by various commonly available parsers. Larger scale text mining methods for learning structured facts for question answering have been developed in the IBM Watson PRISMATIC framework and are described by (Fan et al., 2010) . While parsers such as CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) are available to generate comprehensive dependency graphs, these have historically required significant processing time for each sentence or trade accuracy for performance. In contrast, SedonaNLP currently employs a shallow dependency parsing method that runs in some cases 8-9X faster than earlier cited methods running on identical hardware. We choose a shallow approach with high-medium-and low-confidence cutoffs after observing that roughly 77% of all captions consisted of 0 or 1 Verb expressions (VX). The top 500 image caption syntactic patterns we observed can be found on our supplemental materials website. These syntactic patterns are used to learn rules for automatic <S,P,O> extraction; pattern examples and statistics for MS COCO are shown in the sections 1 -3 of the SEDONA Supplemental Materials PDF file available at Chang (2015) .
In SedonaNLP, structured fact extraction was accomplished by learning a subset of abstract syntactic patterns consisting of basic Noun, Verb, and Preposition expressions by analyzing 1.6M caption examples provided by the MsCoCo, Flckr30K, and Stony Brook University Im2Text caption datasets. Our approach mirrors existing known art with the addition of internally-developed POS and clause tagging accuracy improvements through the use of heuristics listed below to reduce higher occurrence errors due to systematic parsing errors: (i) Mapping past participles to adjectives (e.g., stained glass), (ii) De-nesting existential triples (e.g., this is a picture of a cat watching a tv.), (iii) Identifying auxiliary verbs (e.g., do verb forms).
In section 4 of the supplemental materials PDF, we show examples of extracted <S,P,O> structured facts useful for image annotation for a small sample of MS COCO captions. Finally, we note that our initial experiments empirically confirmed the findings of IBM Watson PRISMATIC researchers who indicated big complex parse trees tend to have more wrong parses. By limiting a frame to be only a small subset of a complex parse tree, we reduce the chance of error parse in each frame Fan et al. (2010) . In practice, we observed many correctly extracted structured fact triples for the more complex sentences (i.e., sentences with multiple VX verb expressions and multiple spatial prepositional expressions) -these facts contained useful information that could have been used in our joint learning model but were conservatively filtered to help ensure the overall accuracy of the facts being presented to our system. As improvements are made to semantic triple extraction and confidence evaluation systems, we see potential in several areas to exploit more structured facts and to filter less information. Our full <S,P,O> triple and related tuple extractions for MS COCO and Flickr30K datasets are also available at Chang (2015 This section shows the number of candidate subject and object statistics for all successfully grounded facts for all MS COCO (union of training and validation subsets) and Flickr30K datasets. SAFA collects second-and third-order facts. We refer to candidate subjects as all instances of the entity that match the subject of either a second-order fact <S,P> or a third-order fact <S,P,O>. We refer to candidate objects as all instances of the entity that match the object of a third-order fact <S,P,O>. The selection of the candidate subjects and candidate objects is a part of our method that we detailed in this paper. Our method was designed to achieve high precision such that the grounded facts are as accurate as possible as we showed in our experiments.
In all the following figures the Y axis is the number of facts for each bin. The X axes are bins that correspond to
(1) the number of candidate subjects for second and third order facts.
(2) the number of candidate objects for third order facts.
(3) the number of candidate objects multiplied by number of candidate subjects for third-order facts (which is all possible pairs of entities in an image that match the given <S,P,O> fact) C.1 SECOND-ORDER FACTS <S,P>: CANDIDATE SUBJECTS 
H SHERLOCK IMAGE RETRIEVAL QUALITATIVE RESULTS
Facts colored in red were never seen during training. Facts colored in blue have at least one training example. Green boxes in the retrieved images indicate the images that were annotated by the query fact. It is easy to see that the method retrieves a lot of relevant examples for which it was not given credit, which opens the door to explore better metrics for Sherlock Problem. As illustrated in the experiments section, our large scale setting has hundreds of thousands of facts with the majority of them have one or few examples. The following examples show how our model managed to retrieve these examples to the top of the list given the fact in the language view.
H.1 UNSEEN FACTS DURING TRAINING

